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Abstract

Free-reed organ pipes were introduced at the end of the 18th

century and soon became popular across Europe, especially in
Germany and Switzerland. As opposed to striking-reed pipes
(bound- or beating-reed pipes) the reed in free-reed pipes does
not beat against the shallot, an orifice in the reed, when it is
played. Instead it swings freely through a perforated rectan-
gular plate of brass, like in reed organs or accordions. Stops
with free-reed pipes were often termed Clarinet, Cor anglais,
Bassoon or Aeoline. They were appreciated for having a “mel-
low, round and agreeable sound” (Lehr, 1912), whereas the
sound of striking-reed pipes was often considered to be some-
what “hard, rattling, clanking in sound and having most of
the time something nasal” (Hackel and Topp, 1993). In the
1920’s, free-reed pipes were abandoned with the beginning of
the “Orgelbewegung”, a German movement trying to restore the
ideal of the organ sound during the age of Bach. The promot-
ers of this movement considered free-reed pipes as being “too
mellow”, “pappy” and “sluggish” (Adelung, 1955; Ellerhorst,
1936; Mahrenholz, 1968). Nowadays, free-reed pipes have
gained popularity again and are considered frequently when
building new organs.

To investigate how the verbal descriptions are related to
physical properties of free-reed pipes, the attack transients and
stationary sounds of three free-reed organ stops were previously
measured throughout the whole frequency range of the stop and
compared to the measurements of striking-reed stops and flue
stops (Braasch and Ahrens, 2000). As the results show, the at-
tack transients of free-reed pipes differ in a number of parame-
ters, e.g, the rise time of free-reed pipes is shorter than the rise
time of striking-reed pipes, but in the same order of the rise time
of the diapason pipes. A psychoacoustical test was conducted,
revealing that parameters other than rise time, namely different
initial delays of the partials and the presence of the chiff in case
of the diapason pipe, lead to the perception of a longer attack
duration of the free-reed pipe compared to the diapason pipe.

In contrast to striking-reed pipes and flue pipes, free-reed
pipes display a shift in the fundamental frequency during the at-
tack phase. This shift is typically an upward movement from the
initial frequency to the final frequency. This upward movement
probably leads to the typical sound of free-reed instruments and
contributes most likely to the negative judgments that were of-
ten made about these stops, especially, when the pipes were not
carefully tuned.

Another reason why free-reed pipes fell out of fashion is
due to their frequency stability with changes in room temper-
ature. Typically, they fall out of tune with the flue pipes ev-
ery time the temperature changes in the church. A few historic
free-reed organ pipes, however, were built differently and these
pipes detune with changes in temperature in a more similar way
to flue pipes.

Figure 1: Sketch of Kratzenstein’s free-reed pipe [16].

1. History of free-reed organ pipes
Organ stops with free-reed pipes were typical in the 19th cen-
tury. A small, but acoustically important, constructional feature
distinguishes the free reed from the more commonly utilized
striking reed. In free-reed pipes, the reed is slightly smaller than
the rectangular opening in the frame that is adjusted onto the
shallot. Therefore, the reed is allowed to swing freely through
the frame, whereas in the case of the striking reed pipes the
reed is larger than the opening in the shallot and the reed rolls
or strikes onto it. Besides in organs, free reeds can be found in
European instruments like the accordion, the reed organ and in
Asian mouth organs.

In principle, there are three theories on how free reeds
evolved in Europe. According to the first theory, it is assumed
that at least one organ with free-reed pipes existed as early as
1619 in Hesse/Germany. This assumption is based on a descrip-
tion in Michael Praetorius’ “Syntagma Musicum II, De Organo-
graphica” of an organ stop, which could fit well (but not neces-
sarily has to fit) to free reeds [22:143].

In the second theory, it is assumed that the European free
reed was copied from the Asian free reed, where these type
of instruments have a much longer tradition. Although Marin
Mersenne [20:308] wrote in 1636 about an imported Loatian
khaen, it seems that nobody really investigated the free-reed
mechanism, until the end of the 18th century, where we have
evidence that the Russian organ builder Wilde learned to play
the Asian mouth organ [25]. It is unlikely that Wilde, as an
organ builder, did not investigate how this instrument worked.
The scientist Christian Gottlob [Theophil] Kratzenstein is the
first European we know of who employed a free reed in Eu-
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rope, by using a free-reed pipe to imitate speech. Throughout
literature, it is believed that Kratzenstein copied the mechanism
of a free reed from the Asian mouth organ. Mette Müller sug-
gested that he copied the free-reed mechanism from either a
sheng in St. Petersburg or more likely a Loatian mouth organ in
Kopenhagen [21:403].

In the third theory, Braasch and Ahrens have questioned
whether Kratzenstein simply copied the free-reed mechanism
of the Asian mouth organ, acknowledging that Kratzenstein in-
vented the free-reed mechanism anew by modifying the com-
monly used striking reeds [8]. The authors came to the con-
clusion that the latter could not be ruled out after analyzing
Kratzenstein’s original work. In his treaty, Kratzenstein did not
mention the mouth organ at all, but rather stated that he came
up with the modified reed to reduce the rattle of his speech im-
itating machine. In fact, the rattling in striking-reed pipes used
to be a common problem when utilized in speaking machines,
which was until then avoided by leather facing the shallot of the
reed pipe. Further evidence for the hypothesis that Kratzenstein
did not copy the Asian free reed are the detailed figures of his
speech imitating machine which are depicted in Fig. 1). The fig-
ures clearly show that the only difference between his free-reed
pipe and the striking-reed pipe of an organ is the smaller size
of the reed needed to fit through the shallot. In contrast, Asian
mouth organs are built in a more symmetrical way. Here, the
reed and frame are made of the same piece of brass or steel and
the reed is simply cut out on three sides. Furthermore, Asian
mouth organs are not tuned with a tuning wire, but through ad-
ditional weight (wax or lacquer) that is fixed onto the reed. J.
Cottingham pointed out that the Asian and the European free
reed act in a different acoustical way [10]. Speaking in terms
of Helmholtz, the Asian free reed strikes outward, whereas the
European free reed strikes inward [14].

The fact that the stop described in Michael Preatorius’ Styg-
mata had free reeds or not is unimportant because it is highly
unlikely that those types of stops were used frequently around
this period in time. Otherwise, Abbé Vogler, who was living
in Hesse for most of his life, would certainly have experienced
these type of stops and would not have had to travel all the way
to St. Petersburg to learn about them.

Vogler was very keen to employ free-reed stops into his or-
chestrion, a transportable organ, after they had been shown to
him. He saw in free-reed pipes the solution to build an organ
that could be played dynamically. When using free reeds, the
so-called Gazé swell can be utilized. The Gazé swell is a valve
with a variable opening that controls the air pressure the pipe
is supplied with. Gazé swells only work well with free reeds,
because their fundamental frequency is, in contrast to the fun-
damental frequencies of striking-reed and flue pipes, nearly in-
dependent of the playing pressure. Consequently, Vogler hired
the organ and cembalo builder Georg Christoffer Rackwitz of
Stockholm to help him build free-reed stops for the orchestrion
(for the early history on European free-reeds compare [4]). Be-
tween 1788 and 1790, Rackwitz experienced free reeds whilst
helping Kirschnick build the first orchestrion in St. Petersburg.
Rackwitz and Vogler finished their orchestrion in 1790/91 and
Vogler presented the instrument to the public in several concerts
throughout Europe, which subsequently popularized free-reed
instruments within a few years.

Interestingly, Vogler came up with a second solution to be-
ing able to play the organ dynamically, the door or jalousie
swell. In order to achieve this, the stops are built into a box,
which is equipped with doors that can be opened and closed by
a hand lever or pedal to change the volume of the pipes. During

this age, the ability to play the organ expressively was one of
the organ builders greatest concern. Especially after the inven-
tion of the orchestra crescendo of the “Mannheim school”, the
organ was often said to be a “dead” instrument.

After free-reed organ pipes became common in the German
speaking parts of Europe, their sound was well liked, but their
tuning was soon a major topic: free-reed pipes fall out of tune
more easily than flue pipes do. Strohmann claimed in his article
in 1811 the following to improve the tuning of free-reed pipes
([26], translation by J. Braasch):

The applied tuning wires (measured from the
point where they are inserted into the wood) have
to be as long as the reed (measured from the point
where it meets the tuning wire to its end) to com-
pensate for the influence of hot and cold.

Later, organ builders have realized that it is not the free
reeds that fall out of tune, but rather the flue pipes. Since the
flue pipes detune in an orderly manner, the flue pipes remain
in tune with each other, and one therefore gets the impression
that the free reeds are the ones out of tune. In order to detune
the free reeds synchronously to the flue pipes for different room
temperatures, Allihn reports in the 1880’s that he and Sander
experimented in building tuning wires of materials that expand
with temperature in such way that free reed pipes could detune
synchronously with the flue pipes [29:312]. However, there is
no evidence that this attempt was a success, and it is more likely
that it never superseded experimental status.

By the middle of the 19th century free-reed pipes were so
common that Hermann Helmholtz wrote in his famous book Die
Lehre von den Tonempfindungen ([14:154], translation by A. J.
Ellis in [15:96]):

The tongue shewn if a free vibrator or an-
che libre, such as is now universally employed.
[ � � � ] Formerly, striking vibrators or reeds were
employed, [ � � � ] But as these produced a harsh
quality of tone and an uncertain pitch they have
gone out of use.

Alexander Ellis, who translated the work of Helmholtz into
English, discusses this point in a footnote [15:96]:

It will be seen [ � � � ] that Prof. Helmholtz
has somewhat modified his opinion on this point,
in consequence of the information I obtained
from some of the principal English organ-builders
[ � � � ]—Mr. Willis tells me that he never uses
free reeds, that no power can be got from them,
and that he looks upon them as artificial toys.
Messrs. J. W. Walcker & Sons say that they
have also never used free reeds for the forty or
more years that they have been in business, and
consider that free reeds have been superseded by
striking reeds. Mr. Thomas Hill informs me that
free reeds had been tried by his father, by M.
Cavaillé-Coll of Paris, and others, in every imag-
inable way, for the least thirty of forty years, and
were abandoned as utterly worthless.

After gaining in popularity in the first half of the 18th cen-
tury, free-reed organ pipes fell out of favor in the second half
of the century. Ellis assumed that striking reeds superseded free
reeds, because a new intonation method was brought from Eng-
land to Germany [15:96]:
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Mr. Hill adds, however, that both these
builders [Schulze (Paulinzella, Schwartzburg)
and Walcker (Ludwigsburg, Württemberg)]
speedily abandoned the free reed after seeing the
English practice of voicing striking reeds. [ � � � ]
The harshness of the striking reed is obviated
in the English method of voicing, according to
Mr. G. Smith, by so curving and manipulating
the metal tongue that instead of coming with a
discontinuous ‘flap’ from the fixed extremity
down on to the slit of the tube, it ‘rolls itself’
down and hence gradually covers the aperture.
The art of curving the tongue so as to produce
this effect is very difficult to acquire; it is entirely
empirical; and depends upon the keen eye and
fine touch of the ‘artist’ who notes lines and
curves imperceptible to the uninitiated observer
and foresees their influence on the production of
quality of tone.

The comments of Allihn or Töpfer—it remains unclear if
the comment was made by Töpfer or by Allihn—are in agree-
ment with those of Ellis ([29:284], translation by J. Braasch):

With the rise of the free-reed pipes, people
were full of hope and believed that this would be
the end of the flue pipes. Meanwhile the situa-
tion cooled down and striking reed pipes—which
a soft, beautiful sound can be given to make them
an excellent solo voice—have gained in interest
again.

In the latter, Allihn or Töpfer refer to the common modern
types of french reed pipes ([29:280], translation by J. Braasch):

The shapes described above [Allihn or Töpfer
talks about reed pipes of Dom Bedos] are used
in France until the present day. [ � � � ] It should
be mentioned that the pipe body [of the modern
french reed pipe] is wider than those build during
the age of Dom Bedos and that the curvature is
different from those that can be seen in Figure 5
to 12. The lower end of the reed is bent up in this
older type of construction, whereas the rest of the
reed strikes flat onto the shallot. This caused an
unpleasant rattling sound. It is much better, to
give the reed a slightly curved surface. Now, it
does not strike flat onto the edges of the shallot,
but rolls gradually onto it.

Two of the illustration of french pipes Allihn refers to are
shown in Figure 2. The left illustration shows a french pipe
according to Dom Bedos. It is taken from Dom Bedos “L’Art
du Facteur d’Orgues”. This illustration was reproduced in the
book of Töpfer and Allihn [29:Plate XI], as Fig. 12 of the last
quotation. It should be mentioned that this extreme curvature is
typical for all pipe illustrations of Bedos (Figures 5 to 12). The
right illustration in Fig. 2 is the modern type of the french reed
pipes Allihn talks about. It should be noted that the extreme
curvature of the reed pipes depicted in Bedos’ work is unreal-
istically large. Regarding this topic, George A. Audsley wrote
[5:593]:

If one seeks information in this direction from
the illustrations of reed pipes given in Dom Be-
dos’ great work, ‘L’Art du Facteur d’Orgues’
(Plate XVIII.), [ � � � ] one will be confronted with

Figure 2: Two french organ pipes, in the left: 18th century, in
the right: 19th century, as shown in [29:Plate XI].

representations of tongues having the most pre-
posterous curves, if curves they can be called,
from which no musical sound could possibly be
obtained, even if they could speak at all. We can-
not understand why such obviously absurd repre-
sentations should be blindly copied in one book
after another.

However, Audsley agrees that there are different types of
reed curvatures [5:593]:

There are considerable differences of tone to
be observed in reed pipes of the same class con-
structed by German, French, and English organ
builders; and many of these differences are due
to the special curvature of the tongues employed.
The objectionable clang and brassiness which
commonly characterize the tones of French reed
pipes, and which seem to be satisfactory to the
ears of the musicians of France, are mainly due to
the somewhat flat manner in which the tongues
strike and close the reeds: while on the other
hand, the smooth and round tones, which are the
result of the best English school of reed voicing,
[ � � � ] are due to the beautiful curvature imparted
to the tongues, which latter, on approaching the
exposed faces of the reeds, gradually relax or un-
roll themselves, so to speak, until they lie flat and
cover the orifices in the same, avoiding anything
in the nature of an absolute blow. To counteract
the objectionable effects of the flat blows of the
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tongues, the German pipe voicers have adopted
a thin leather facing to the larger reeds. This
practice has much to recommend it, for however
skillfully large tongues may be curved, there is
always a danger of their creating a disagreeable
noise while vibrating.

Finally, it should be remarked that Ellis’ assumption that
an improved curvature on striking reeds led to the abandonment
of free reeds does not seem to be generally true. Actually the
reed construction and voicing has not changed much through-
out Germany in the 19th century. The example of Silbermann
shows that it was already possible during the baroque to build
agreeable reed stops, free of rattling. It is more likely that the
previously mentioned tuning problem of free reeds caused their
decreasing popularity. This results from the following statement
of Allihn ([29:284], translation by J. Braasch):

To compare a free reed and a striking reed,
one has to choose stops that are perfect in their
kind. One cannot choose a snarring or rattling
trumpet or a fainted clarinet. The result of the
comparison is that both kinds are equal in sound,
but the free reed is harmed by the circumstance
that it easily detunes, in fact that is always de-
tuned, and is only useful when it was tuned direct
before use.

Here, it should be noted that, although striking-reed pipes
do not change their pitch with the temperature exactly like flue
pipes do, the problem of detuning is smaller between those two
types pipes than is the case between the free-reed and the flue
pipes. The full and now ideological abolishment of free-reed
organ pipes arose with the ‘Orgelbewegung’ (organ movement)
which was initiated in 1921 with the construction of the so
called “Praetorius” organ at Freiburg. The organ movement
led to a renaissance of Bach’s organ music and the ideal of
baroque organs. Even though free-reed pipes had already lost
favor during the 19th century due to their difficulties in tun-
ing, the ‘Orgelbewegung’ led to a condemnation of their sound.
Christhard Mahrenholz wrote about free reeds [19:186]:

That is why the reed similar to the harmonium
reed becomes unprecise [ � � � ]. There is also a
certain uniformity in sound, because the resonator
form and width has only little influence of the
sound characteristic. On the whole, the sound is
a little fat, pappy and inappropriate for the use of
polyphonic voices. (translation by J. Braasch)

Even in the 1950’s, the influence of the “Orgelbewegung”
was remarkable. Wolfgang Adelung comments upon free-reed
pipes as follows ([1:68], translation by J. Braasch):

[Stops with free reeds] are not built anymore
because their sound is too soft.

Since a few years ago, free-reed pipes were sometimes con-
sidered in German organs again. Examples are the Vleugels or-
gan at the “Bürgersaal zu München” (1994) [36:12], the Klais
organ at the “Würzburger Augustinerkirche” (1996) [37:51] and
the Klais organ at the “Auditorium maximum” of the Ruhr-
Universität Bochum (1998) [2].

All in all, three different quality aspects are found to be re-
sponsible for the arise and decline of free reeds in organs: the
possibility to play them dynamically, the special characteristics
in sound, and their temperature-independent tuning. The fol-
lowing sections are dedicated to these aspects.

2. Expression
Even though the constancy of the free reed’s fundamental fre-
quency for different playing pressure was the initial key feature
to its success, it did no longer play a major role in the second
half of the 19th century. During this time it was still important
to be able to play the organ expressively, but the design of organ
had changed completely after the invention of new techniques
like the Barker lever and the pneumatic action made it possible
to build organs much larger in size. The dynamic variability of
a single stop was no longer sufficient because the sound pres-
sure level of a single stop is too low and the organ builders had
to think about means to involve several stops in the dynamic
playing process. The other expressive device popularized by
Vogler, the jalousie swell, fitted this need in a more adequate
way. There is no limit in building a swell box of large size, and
this way many stops can be swelled simultaneously. Another
device, the roller board, enabled the organ players to create im-
pressive crescendos. By moving the roller board, more stops
were added to the sound, successively one after another.

3. Sound of free-reed pipes
In the first place, the sound of free-reed pipes was very much ap-
preciated. Although, the possibility of dynamical playing with
those pipes was the main issue of discussion in the beginning,
references of these times exist, in which organ builders praise
the sound quality of free reeds. Vogler himself pointed out that
free reeds were the best choice to simulate the human voice, in
the stop vox humana. It is of note that the vox humana was not
just one among many stops. Since an organ builder could im-
prove their reputation by simulating the human voice through
this stop. In the case of Joseph Gabler, who built the famous
organ of the Basilica at Weingarten, it was even said he had
a deal with the devil in order to create such a convincing stop
vox humana. In the beginning of the 1830’s, the organ theo-
rist Töpfer proposed abolishing striking-reed pipes completely,
even for small organ without swell, which is another indication
that their sound was very much appreciated [28].

As previously indicated, the sound of striking-reed pipes
was greatly improved in England during the ��

th century. Be-
sides optimizing the curvature of the reeds, the wind pressure of
those stops was increased which made it easier to intonate them
and improve their sound quality [33:165]. It is very likely that
those improvements became known throughout Germany and
are part of the reason, why free reeds were superseded by strik-
ing reeds in the second half of the 19th century. A good example
which supports this hypothesis is the transition in reed design of
the organ builders Johann Friedrich and Edmund Schulze [30].
Johann Friedrich Schulze, the father of Edmund, was influenced
by the previously mentioned organ theorist J. G. Töpfer, and
built his reed stops in general by using free reeds. In 1851,
his son Edmund traveled to the world fair in London to exhibit
one of their organs. The instrument was a great success, but the
quality of the reeds found some critics. After Edmund Schulze’s
return from England, he chose to build striking-reeds according
to the scaling of A. Cavaillé-Coll rather than to use the free-reed
design of his father.

In order to determine why free-reed pipes are often judged
to have a sluggish attack, the author, together with Chr. Ahrens,
analyzed the attack transients of free-reed organ stops, and com-
pared them to the measurements of a striking reed stop and a
flue stop [7]. The results show (Fig. 3) that the attack transients
of free-reed pipes differ in a number of parameters: rise time,
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Figure 3: Attack transients of different organ pipes (F �
�

), from left to right: Clarinette 8’ (Walcker), Cor anglais 8’ (Walcker), Klar-
inette 8’ (Klais), Krummhorn 8’ (Klais) and Principal 8’ (Klais). The distance between two grid lines is 25 dB in the ordinate.

amplitude and initial delays of the partial tones from striking
reed pipes and flue pipes. Log-mag amplitude vs. time plots
for five different pipes, all tone F �

�
, are shown in Fig. 3. In

each graph the single partials are plotted from left to right as
indicated. The analysis shows that the rise time of free-reed
pipes is shorter than the rise time of striking-reed pipes, but
in the same order of the rise time of the diapason pipes. For
free reed pipes it is typical for the initial delay to be gradually
longer for higher harmonics: Clarinette 8’ (Walcker, Fig. 3a),
Cor anglais 8’ (Walcker, Fig. 3b), Klarinette 8’ (Klais, Fig. 3c).
Another characteristic of the free-reed pipe is the step in the
attack curve which occurs in most of the partials of the three
measured free-reed stops, except in the fundamental. In con-
trast, the single partials of the Krummhorn 8’ (Fig. 3d) start
more simultaneously and the attack time is much shorter. The
duration of the attack transient of the Principal 8’ (Fig. 3e) is
comparable to the attack transient duration of the free-reed pipe,
but its sound starts with the chiff, a short noise that precedes the
harmonic sound. This non-harmonic component is damped af-
ter a short time by the body of the pipe. The existence of the
chiff is considered to be necessary for perceiving polyphonic
organ music, especially the music of Bach, correctly [18]. In
the case of the Principal 8’, the center frequency of the chiff is
close to the third harmonic, which results in a steep slope.

After sound analysis, a psychoacoustical test was con-
ducted [7] to test if the differences that were found could lead
to the judgments that were made for free-reed organ pipes at the
end of the ��th century and during the Orgelbewegung. As test
stimuli, synthesized sounds were employed, which allowed to
change those parameters, e.g. onset delay and attack times that
often correlate in natural instruments, and so to determine their
special role. Ten different sounds were synthesized containing
one or more attributes of a certain type of organ pipe: free-reed
pipe, striking-reed pipe or flue pipe. The sounds were presented
in a paired-comparison test to the listeners who had to detect the

sound with the shorter perceptual attack duration in each pair.

The results of the psychoacoustical paired-comparison test
show that free-reed organ pipes have quite a number of char-
acteristics that lead to a longer perceptual attack duration com-
pared to the perceptual attack duration of striking-reed and flue
pipes: the longer rise time of the single harmonics, and there-
fore a broader and flatter derivation curve of the log-mag ampli-
tude, leads to a slower perceptual attack. The same observation
can be made if the initial delays of the single partials increase
gradually with the frequency, as found in the free-reed pipes.
The listeners tend to judge attacks as being slower if the ampli-
tude of the harmonics decreases with frequency.

A feature that was not considered in the analysis is the
change of the fundamental frequency during the attack phase
of the organ sound. The results for this feature are shown in
Fig. 4 for the same pipes that were shown in Fig. 3c-e. Each
graph, shows the spectrogram of the initial sound. On top of
each spectrogram, the time course of the sound is shown. Left of
each spectrogram, its long-term frequency spectrum is shown,
and most importantly, the time course of the fundamental fre-
quency is shown below each spectrogram. To determine the
time course, the robust frequency estimating algorithm “YIN”
was used, as designed by de Cheveigné and Kawahara [9]. To
avoid measuring the frequency of the noise floor, only those val-
ues are shown, where the level of the sound exceeded a thresh-
old of ��� dB of the overall maximum. For the free-reed pipe
(Fig. 4, top-left graph), it can be clearly seen that the funda-
mental frequency starts 25 Hz below the final fundamental fre-
quency which it reaches only after approximately 100 ms. This
characteristic cannot be observed in the sound of the striking-
reed pipe, mainly because the attack phase is too short for that
type of pipe. For the diapason pipe, a slight decrease of the fun-
damental frequency can be observed during its attack phase. In
comparison to the free reeds, we find two general differences:
(i) the range of the frequency shift is smaller, and (ii) the non-
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Figure 4: Frequency contours of four different organ pipes (F �
�

).

harmonic components, which are also estimated by YIN, are
much larger. While the frequency shifts in the free-reed pipes
were observed for various pipes, no frequency shift occurs for
many flue pipes. In regard to the different acoustical principles
that underlie inward and outward striking free-reed pipes it is
noteworthy that the observed frequency shift of a sho (recorded
in [3]) is in the opposite direction, than is the case for the in-
ward striking free-reed organ pipes. Here, the initial frequency
is slightly higher than the fundamental frequency of the station-
ary sound (Fig. 4, lower-right graph).

4. Tuning problems

As mentioned in Section 1, the tuning of free reeds always
caused great difficulties. At the beginning of the 19th century,
the literature often leads to the impression that organ builders
thought that the free reeds were detuning, while the flue pipes
were constant in pitch. However, with the measurement of the
speed of sound in the late 18th century, which turned out to be
temperature dependent, scientists even possessed the theoretical
framework to calculate the shift in frequency of a pipe resonator
with changing temperature.

In order to scale the body of free-reed pipes, organ theo-
rist and very likely also organ builders referred to the theory of

Wilhelm Weber. Weber, who later became very famous for his
work in the field on magnetics, investigated free reeds in the
late 1820’s, because of their frequency stability with temper-
ature. His focus was to design free-reed pipes, whose funda-
mental frequencies are independent of temperature and blowing
pressure. In doing so, Weber wanted to create a new proto-
type measure for frequency, analogous to the prototype meter.
He designed the so-called “compensated reed pipes”, which he
first described in “Annalen der Physik und Chemie” in 1828
[31]. The trick is to compensate the minimal temperature de-
pendency of the reed with the contrasting dependency of the
pipe resonator, e.g., the resonator frequency increases with tem-
perature, whereas the reed frequency decreases. In 1829, Weber
presented a theory for free reeds coupled to a cylindrical res-
onator [32]. Weber forms his theory in analogy to the theory
of Bernoulli and Euler for the motion of two coupled pendu-
lums, and starts off with a cylindrical pipe and an ideal reed
orthogonal to the pipe axis that swings parallel to the axis of the
resonator. Later, Weber turns the reed into the axis of the pipe
and estimates the proportion of the reed movement parallel to
the pipe axis. Weber derives the following solution [32:220]:
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Figure 5: Frequency dependance of Weber’s solution for a free
reed coupled to a cylindrical resonator.
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Figure 6: Solution of Weber for a compensated free-reed pipe.
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Here, the ‘�’ sign is assigned if the pressure in the boot is
smaller than the average air pressure, the ‘�’ sign applies if
the pressure is greater; f = reed frequency without resonator
[Hz]; �f = frequency shift with additional resonator [Hz]; � =
specific gravity of the reed per cm� surface [g/cm�]; g = gravity
constant: 9.804 m/s; c = speed of sound: 340 m/s (room temper-
ature); � = the proportion of the moving part of the reed and the
upper opening of the resonator; k = Proportion of the pressure
increase; p = the weight of a column of mercury on the basis of
a square centimeter.

The frequency dependence of Weber’s solution for a free
reed coupled to a cylindrical resonator is given in Figure 5. Dif-
ferent solutions exist for the case where the reed is blown (solid
lines) as well as for the case were the reed is drawn (dashed

lines), because of the 2� periodicity of the tangens function.
The dotted lines show the resonance frequencies of the reed and
the resonator. In nature, only the solutions given by the solid
lines are observed, but these are a quite good approximation of
Weber’s experimental data, which is given in Fig. 5 by the stars
(blown pipe) and circles (drawn pipe). In general, for inward-
striking pipes, the resulting frequency of the coupled system is
always at or below the fundamental frequency of the reed, while
for outward-striking pipes, the resulting frequency is always at
or above the fundamental frequency of the reed, as was shown
by Fletcher [12]. It should also be noted, that the solutions of
Weber are only valid if the width of the resonator is similar to
the width of the reed. If the resonator is wider than the reed, for
example in the experimental set-up that was later used by Willis
[34], the reflectance of the pipe at the end of the reed is differ-
ent and a shift of the solution along the x-axis is observed. The
resonator width of a typical free-reed organ pipe is wider than
the reed, which could be a reason why organ builders often had
difficulties to apply Weber’s equation to determine their scal-
ing. The influence of the resonator is dominant, if its resonance
frequency is far from the frequency of the reed or a multiple of
this frequency. Otherwise, mainly the resonance frequency of
the reed determines the fundamental frequency of the coupled
system.

Figure 6 shows the solution for a compensated free-reed
pipe indicated by the cross. The theoretical solutions are given
by the dashed lines. The solution for the compensated free-reed
pipe was determined experimentally by Weber. It should be
mentioned that Weber could not determine the scaling for the
compensated reed pipe theoretically because he was not able
to transform his equation in such a way that the variables for
temperature and pressure are cancelled out. However, Weber
oversaw (or even wanted to oversee) in his comments that a
very simple solution exists. Since he modeled the free reed as
one-dimensional beam it is neither dependent on the wind pres-
sure nor on the temperature. Therefore, in Weber’s theoretical
model, the pipe is compensated after the resonator (which is in-
directly dependent on the temperature through c, the constant
for the speed of sound) has been removed!

The typical resonator length of a free-reed organ pipe
matches to the resonator length for the compensated pipe as
given by Weber. When the organ builders and theorist in-
deed applied Weber’s formula to solve their problem of tun-
ing, and Weber’s solutions are solely about tuning, it must be
noted that it was not the right approach. What was needed,
and still is needed in organ building, is not a frequency-stable
free-reed pipe as demanded by Weber, but rather a pipe that
synchronously detunes with the flue pipes with changes in tem-
perature. To achieve this, however, the resonator length must
be enlarged in such a way that the fundamental frequency of the
coupled reed/resonator system mainly depends on the resonance
frequency of the resonator. For the example shown in Fig. 6,
this would be the case for resonator length between approxi-
mately 50 and 60 cm. In case of the compensated pipe (here
at a resonator length of 25 cm), the fundamental frequency of
the coupled system mainly depends on the resonance frequency
of the reed. At least two instances are known where this princi-
ple has been employed in the 19th century: an orchestrion of the
Villa Hügel, which is at the moment restored by the organ work-
shop Klais (Bonn), and a stop located in an organ near Münster
(Germany), which was restored a few years ago by the organ
workshop Fleiter (Münster). In both cases, these are clarinet
stops built on the bases of harmonium reeds which are tuned by
varying the resonator length. A modern solution are the free-
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reed pipes according to the principle of Ernst Zacharias [35].
Here, the reeds are attached inverted to form an outward strik-
ing reed. This system has been successfully applied to a unique
Hohner instrument, the Claviola, but it has been also employed
to free-reed organ pipes, by the organ workshop Rohlf [22, 23].
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